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Legal aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 

to be noted by any Entrepreneur  
    

SOUMYADEEP CHAKRABARTI
1
  

         

  ABSTRACT 
The World Trade Organisation’s agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement set worldwide least norms for the assurance of 

licensed innovation, considerably expanding and growing licensed innovation privileges, 

and produced clear gains for the drug business and the created world. The current audit 

explains all parts of Intellectual Property Rights exhaustively, alongside their assurance 

rules. These privileges are granted by the State and are imposing business model freedoms, 

suggesting that nobody can utilize these privileges without the assent of the right holder. It 

is vital to realize that these privileges must be restored every once in a while for keeping 

them in force, besides in the event of copyright and proprietary innovations. Dissimilar to 

other moveable and immoveable properties, these freedoms can be all the while held in 

numerous nations simultaneously. IPR can be held exclusively by lawful elements, for 

example the people who reserve the privilege to sell and buy property. It gives strategic 

advantage on the marketplace and shields from programmers and privateers. India is 

quickly developing economy and advancement is becoming need for Indian firms and the 

public authority and for this IP is vital. With IPR you have the lawful right to file a civil 

case against any individual who utilizes your logo or invention and so on without your 

consent, you can allow an establishment or give copyright of your work to somebody and 

get eminences over it. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
IPR as an aggregate term incorporates various IP privileges, which can be by and large utilized 

for safeguarding various parts of an innovative work. The following are few examples such as 

Trademarks, Industrial Design, Copyright, Patents, Protection of IC layout design, 

Geographical Indications, and Protection of undisclosed information like trade secrets, etc. 

IPR is to a great extent regional privileges, with the exception of copyright, which is worldwide 

in nature as it is promptly accessible to every one of the individuals authorized by the Berne 

Convention.2 IPR has a proper term, with the exception of brand name and geological signs, 

 
1 Author is a Research Scholar at GITAM University, India. 
2 https://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/ last visited on 10-06-2022. 
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which can have an endless life given that these are recharged after a specified time determined 

in the law by paying authority expenses. Proprietary innovations likewise have an endless life 

yet they don't need to be restored. IPR can be allotted, gifted, sold and authorized like some 

other property. As such, an establishment that isn’t independent may not be in that frame of 

mind to claim a protected innovation. These freedoms, particularly licenses, industrial designs, 

copyrights, trade secrets and Integrated Circuit blueprint plan are related with something new 

or unique and, in this manner, what is realized in open space can’t be safeguarded through the 

privileges referenced previously. Upgrades and changes spread the word about over things can 

be safeguarded. It would, notwithstanding, be feasible to involve geological signs for 

safeguarding a few farming and customary items. The term of the patent will be twenty years 

from the filing date and for a wide range of creations. 

II. LICENSING AND GREED FOR MORE MONEY 
PhRMA3 has referenced that India ought to take on a patent regulation that offers prompt item 

patent security for drugs in accordance with the most elevated worldwide norms, and deal 

insurance for all items not yet accessible in the Indian market. It is presented that this is an 

interest that goes past India's commitments under the TRIPS arrangement, as India is benefiting 

the full progress time frame in that. The 10-year change period accessible for giving item 

licenses to drug items is inside WTO rules, and a one-sided assessment with respect to USA 

ought not be permitted to overrule this multilateral comprehension. Concerning arrangement 

of the letter drop and Exclusive Marketing Rights (EMR) office, PhRMA knows that the issue 

has been taken up in the WTO and that India has conceded to execution of the proposals of the 

board/redrafting body. 

PhRMA has referenced that unfamiliar organizations experience erratic estimating standards 

of the Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices, inconsistent nearby Food and Drug Authority 

(FDA) choices, high (42%) import obligations and complex import methods. It is presented 

that these have no genuine premise and that particular cases should be brought up. The Bureau 

of Industrial Costs and Prices (BICP) estimating standards depend on acknowledged standards 

of costing, viz. genuine expense in addition to a sensible return of 14% on total assets and 22% 

on capital utilized. Four percent is added assuming that the creation is attempted from the 

essential stage. Further, FDA choices depend on arrangements of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act 

and the guidelines made thereunder. Truth be told, the US-FDA has stricter standards than 

those predominant in India. Concerning import obligations, for drug items, they have been 

 
3 Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America - https://phrma.org/ 
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brought down from 40% (in addition to 2%) to 30% (in addition to 5%) in the 1997-98 financial 

plan. 

A patent is a selective right conceded by a country to the proprietor of a creation to make, use, 

production and market the development, gave the development fulfils specific circumstances 

specified in the law. Selective right suggests that no other person can make, use, production or 

market the creation without the assent of the patent holder. This right is accessible for a 

restricted time-frame. Disregarding the responsibility for freedoms, the utilization or double-

dealing of the privileges by the proprietor of the patent may not be imaginable because of 

different laws of the country that has granted the patent. These regulations might connect with 

well being, well being, food, security, and so on.  

Further, existing licenses in comparable regions may likewise come in the way. A patent in the 

law is a property right, hence, which can be gifted, acquired, doled out, sold or authorized. As 

the right is presented by the state, it tends to be disavowed by the state under exceptionally 

unique conditions regardless of whether the patent has been sold or authorized or fabricated or 

advertised meanwhile. The patent right is regional in nature and design their holders should 

record separate patent applications in nations of their advantage, alongside essential expenses, 

for acquiring licenses in those nations. Another synthetic cycle or a medication particle or an 

electronic circuit or another careful instrument or an immunization is a patentable topic given 

every one of the limitations of the law are satisfied. 

III. INCONSISTENCY WITH THE INDIAN PATENT ACT 
The principal Indian patent regulations were proclaimed in 1856. These were adjusted now and 

again. New patent regulations were made after the freedom as the Indian Patent Act, 1970. The 

Act has now been drastically changed to turn out to be completely consistent with the 

arrangements of the TRIPS. The latest change was made in 2005, which was gone before by 

the corrections in 2000 and 2003. While the method involved with bringing out corrections 

was continuous, India turned into an individual from the Paris Convention4, Patent Cooperation 

Treaty5 and Budapest Treaty6. The remarkable and significant elements of the changed law are 

made sense of here. 

Novelty - An innovation will be viewed as novel on the off chance that it doesn't shape a piece 

of the worldwide cutting edge. Data showing up in magazines, specialized diaries, books, 

 
4 https://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/paris/summary_paris.html 
5 https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/ 
6 https://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/registration/budapest/ 
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papers, and so forth comprise the cutting edge. Oral depiction of the creation in a 

course/meeting can likewise pamper oddity. Oddity is surveyed in a worldwide setting. A 

development will stop being novel in the event that it has been uncovered in general society 

through a distributions any place on the planet prior to recording a patent application in regard 

of the creation. In this manner, it is prudent to record a patent application prior to distributing 

a paper assuming there is a slight opportunity that the creation might be patentable. Earlier 

utilization of the development in the nation of interest before the recording date can likewise 

annihilate the novelty. 

Non - obviousness -  A patent application includes a creative advance on the off chance that 

the proposed development isn’t clear to an individual gifted in the workmanship, for example 

talented in the topic of the patent application. The earlier workmanship shouldn’t highlight the 

development suggesting that the expert of the topic could never have pondered the creation 

preceding recording of the patent application. Inventiveness cant be settled on the material 

contained in unpublished licenses. The intricacy or the straightforwardness of an innovative 

advance doesn’t matter to the award of a patent. 

Practical Functionality over Aesthetics - An innovation should have utility(read functionality) 

for the award of patent. No legitimate patent can be conceded for a development without any 

trace of utility. The patent particular ought to illuminate different purposes and habits of 

rehearsing them, regardless of whether considered self-evident. In the event that you are 

guaranteeing a cycle, you want not portray the utilization of the compound delivered 

consequently. Yet on the off chance that you guarantee a compound without illuminating its 

utility, you might be denied a patent. 

IV. NON - PATENTABLE CREATIONS 
A creation might fulfil the states of oddity, imagination and value yet may not meet all 

requirements for a patent under the accompanying circumstances 

a) An innovation that is paltry or that claims anything clearly as opposed to deep rooted 

normal regulations, for example various sorts of unending movement machines. 

b) An innovation whose planned use or double-dealing would be in opposition to public 

request or profound quality or that makes serious bias human, creature or vegetation or 

well-being or to the climate, for example a cycle for making earthy coloured sugar won’t 

be protected. 
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c) The simple revelation of a logical head or definition of a theoretical hypothesis, for 

example, the Theory of Relativity and C.V. Raman Effect can’t be patented. 

The simple revelation of another type of a known substance that doesn’t bring about upgrade 

of the known viability of that substance or the simple disclosure of any new property or new 

utilization of a known substance or the simple utilization of a known cycle, machine or device 

except if such a realized interaction brings about another item or utilizes no less than one new 

reactant. A substance got by a simple admixture bringing about just conglomeration of the 

properties of the parts thereof or a cycle for delivering such a substance. The simple game plan 

or revamp or duplication of highlights of realized gadgets each working freely of each other in 

a known manner.  

Assuming that you put light bulbs around an umbrella and work them by a battery so that 

individuals could see you strolling in the downpour when it is dull, then this game plan is 

patentable as bulbs and the umbrella carry out their roles independently. A strategy for farming 

or cultivation. For instance, the style for terrace cultivation cant be protected. Any cycle for 

clinical, careful, corrective, prophylactic, symptomatic, remedial or other treatment of 

individuals or any interaction for a comparative treatment of creatures to deliver them liberated 

from illness or to increment monetary worth or that of their items. For instance, another careful 

procedure for hand a medical procedure for eliminating constrictions isn’t patentable. 

V. MAIL BOX MECHANISM 
TRIPS expects that nations not giving item licenses in regard of drugs and compound creations 

need to place in a system for tolerating item patent applications with impact from 1st January, 

1995. Such applications may be analysed for award of licenses after reasonable alterations in 

the public patent regulation have been made. This system of tolerating item patent applications 

is known as the “mail box” instrument. This framework has been in force in India and presently 

such applications are being taken up for examination. 

VI. EXCLUSIVE MARKETING RIGHTS (EMR) 
TRIPS expects that part nations of the WTO not having an arrangement in that frame of mind 

for giving item licenses in regard of medications and agrochemicals should present EMR for 

such items on the off chance that the accompanying rules are fulfilled : 

i. A patent application covering the new medication or agrochemical ought to have 

been documented in any of the WTO part nations after 1st January, 1995. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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ii. A patent on the item ought to have been gotten in any of the part nations (which 

accommodates item licenses in drugs and agrochemical) after 1st January, 1995. 

iii. Showcasing endorsements for the item ought to have been acquired in any of the 

part nations. 

iv. A patent application covering the item ought to have been documented after January 

1995 in the nation where the EMR is looked for. 

v. The candidate ought to apply looking for an EMR by utilizing the recommended 

structure and paying the imperative charge. 

EMR is just an ideal for selective showcasing of the item and is very unique in relation to a 

patent right. It is substantial up to a most extreme period 5 years or until the time the item 

patent regulations happen. The essential correction to the Patents Act, 1970 came into force on 

26th March, 1999. The arrangement is pertinent with review impact from 1st January, 1995. 

According to the 2005 changes in the Patents Act, the arrangement of EMR is not generally 

needed. Notwithstanding, these freedoms were granted in India occasionally and there have 

been a few suits too where the courts thought of fast choices. 

VII. TIMING FOR RECORDING A PATENT APPLICATION 
Recording of an application for a patent ought to be finished at the earliest conceivable date 

and ought not be postponed. An application recorded with temporary determination, 

uncovering the substance of the idea of the creation, assists with enlisting the need by the 

candidate. A defer in recording an application might involve a few dangers, similar to :  

(i) different creators could hinder the main designer by applying for a patent for the 

said development and  

(ii) there might be either a coincidental distribution of the development by the designer 

himself/herself or by others free of him/her. The distribution of a creation in any structure by 

the designer prior to documenting of a patent application would exclude the development from 

being patentable. Subsequently, creators shouldn't unveil their developments prior to recording 

the patent application. The creation ought to be considered for distribution after a patent 

application has been documented. In this manner, it very well may be seen that there is no 

inconsistency between distributing a creative work and recording of the patent application in 

regard of the invention. 

VIII. COPYRIGHTS 
Copyright is a right that is accessible for making a unique scholarly or sensational or melodic 
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or imaginative work. Cinematographic films, including sound track and videos and accounts 

on plates, tapes, punctured roll or different gadgets are covered by copyrights. PC projects and 

programming are covered under artistic works and are safeguarded in India under copyrights. 

The Copyright Act, 1957, as changed in 1983, 1984, 1992, 1994 and 1999, administers the 

copyright security in India. The all out term of security for abstract work is the creator’s life in 

addition to 60 years. For cinematographic films, records, photos, posthumous distributions, 

unknown distribution, works of government and global organizations, the term is a long time 

from the outset of the schedule year following the year in which the work was distributed. For 

broadcasting, the term is a long time from the very start of the schedule year following the year 

in which the transmission was made. 

Inclusion given by copyright law: 

i. Scholarly, emotional and melodic work. PC programs/programming are covered 

inside the meaning of scholarly work. 

ii. Creative work 

iii. Cinematographic films, which incorporate sound track and video films. 

iv. Recording on any circle, tape, punctured roll or other gadget. 

v. Encroachment of copyright 

Copyright gives the maker of the work the option to imitate the work, make duplicates, 

decipher, adjust, sell or give on employ and convey the work to general society. Any of these 

exercises managed without the assent of the creator or his appointee is viewed as encroachment 

of the copyright. There is an arrangement of “fair use” or “fair dealing” in the law, which 

permits protected work to be utilized for educating and innovative work. At the end of the day, 

making one copy of a book for showing understudies may not be viewed as an encroachment, 

but rather making many copies for business purposes would be viewed as an encroachment. 

There is one connected right with copyright, which is known as the ethical right, which cant be 

moved and isn’t restricted by the term. This right is appreciated by the maker for staying away 

from foul portrayal of his/her works. 

Transferring of copyright 

The proprietor of the copyright in a current work or forthcoming proprietor of the copyright in 

a future work might relegate to any individual the copyright, either completely or somewhat, 

in the accompanying way: 

i. For the whole world or for a particular nation or domain or 
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ii. For the full term of copyright or part thereof or 

iii. Connecting with every one of the privileges involving the copyright or just a piece 

of such rights. 

Trade-marks 

A brand name is an unmistakable sign that distinguishes specific labour and products as those 

created or given by a particular individual or venture. Brand names might be one or a mix of 

words, letters and numerals. They may likewise comprise of drawings, images, three-layered 

signs like shape and bundling of merchandise, or tones utilized as a distinctive element. 

Aggregate imprints are possessed by an affiliation whose individuals use them to distinguish 

themselves with a degree of value.  

Collective marks are given for consistence with characterized guidelines. (ISO-9001). A brand 

name gives to the proprietor of the imprint by guaranteeing the elite right to utilize it to 

distinguish labour and products or to approve others to involve it as a trade-off for some thought 

(instalment). Notable brand name corresponding to any labour and products implies an imprint 

that has become so to the significant section of the public which uses such merchandise or gets 

such administrations that the utilization of such imprint comparable to different labour and 

products would probably be taken as showing an association throughout exchange or delivering 

of administrations between those labour and products and an individual involving the imprint 

corresponding to the first-referenced products or services. 

Establishment of the Indian Trademarks Act 1999 is a major advance forward from the Trade 

and Merchandise Marks Act 1958 and the Trademark Act 1940. The recently authorized Act 

has a few highlights not present in the 1958 Act, and these are: 

 

a. Enrolment of administration marks, aggregate imprints and confirmation brand names. 

b. Expanding the time of enlistment and restoration from 7 years to 10 years. 

c. Permitting documenting of a solitary application for enrolment in more than one class. 

d. Improved discipline for offences connected with brand names. 

e. Thorough definitions for terms much of the time utilized. 

f. Improved on method for enrolment of enlisted clients and augmented extent of allowed 

use. 
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g. Constitution of an Appellate Board for fast removal of requests and amendment 

applications which, as of now, lie under the steady gaze of the High Court. 

h. Notable brand names and related brand names 

A notable brand name corresponding to any labour and products implies an imprint that has 

become known to the significant fragment of the public that uses such merchandise or gets 

such administrations. Related brand names are, in business terms, denotes that look like one 

another and are possessed by a similar proprietor, yet are applied to similar sort of labour and 

products. For instance, an organization managing in ready-made pieces of clothing might 

involve related marks for shirts, pants and so on, significance brand names considered to be, 

or expected to be, enrolled as related brand names under this Act. 

Service Marks 

The Indian Act of 1958 had no reference to support service mark. Administration implies 

administration of any portrayal that is made accessible to possible clients, and remembers the 

arrangement of administrations for association with the matter of modern or business matters, 

for example, banking, correspondence, training, supporting, protection, chit reserves, land, 

transport, capacity, material treatment, handling, supply of electrical or other energy, boarding, 

dwelling, diversion, entertainment, development, fix, passing on of information or data and 

publicizing. Marks used to address such administrations are known as administration marks. 

Trademark & Collective Mark certification 

A certificate brand name implies an assurance mark that shows that the products to which it is 

applied are of a specific quality or are fabricated with a specific goal in mind or come from a 

specific locale or utilize some particular material or keep a specific degree of exactness. The 

merchandise should begin from a specific district as opposed to from a specific broker. 

Certificate marks are likewise relevant to administrations, and similar boundaries should be 

fulfilled. Further, these imprints are registrable very much like some other brand name. Agmark 

utilized in India for different food things is a sort of confirmation mark in spite of the fact that 

it isn’t enlisted as a certificate mark; the idea of certificate mark was not stylish at the hour of 

presentation of Agmark. An aggregate imprint implies a brand name recognizing from those of 

others, the labour and products of individuals from a relationship of people, which is the owner 

of the mark. The underlying enlistment of a brand name will be for a time of 10 years and 

should be renewed occasionally for a limitless period by instalment of the restoration expenses. 
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IX. CONCLUSION  
Proprietary innovations are to be kept mystery and subsequently not revealed to general society 

at large. The proprietor or maker makes simultaneous strides and keeps his insight from getting 

no longer any of his concern to its opponent side. In return of having the opportunity to be 

delegated by the holder of proprietary innovations, a specialist will prepared to sign an 

agreement not to reveal any material data and information of his boss. Any carelessness or 

infringement of a similar will mean an inconvenience of monetary punishments. Other business 

connects or organizations with whom the designer is locked in are frequently expected to sign 

a comparable agreement, and any carelessness to do so will prompt fines or punishments. 

Abuse utilization of proprietary innovations can be called an unreasonable practice. Procuring 

proprietary innovations connected with a solid one more by an individual conviction or reason 

that it was gained by unfair doings. Uncovering or utilizing proprietary advantages of someone 

else with practically no inferred assent of its proprietor. 

Ways to shield proprietary innovations: 

i. Put a sign or any imprint on different PC records and reports connected with 

proprietary innovations that you are expecting to keep secret. 

ii. Permit the availability of proprietary advantages just to those individuals who have 

bonafide motivation to know the data. The explanation ought to be material and ought 

to help you in business. 

iii. Make it compulsory for everybody utilizing proprietary innovations to consent to a 

non-revelation arrangement. It ought to depict consistently insight regarding the 

proprietary innovation relevance, similar to how the individual will utilize a 

proprietary advantage, what will occur in the event that he will ignore this 

understanding, and so forth. 

iv. All representatives ought to consider proprietary advantages as private information or 

data regardless of whether they are ignorant about the proprietary advantage. 

v. Continuously maintain your exchange mystery a private and limited zone.     

***** 
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